
Instrument Cluster
Sticky Note
a	Turn Signal Indicator Lamp, Leftb	Brake Fluid and Parking Brake Indicator Lampc	Fuel Reserve Warning Lampd	Fuel Gaugee	Coolant Temperature Gaugef	Open for Optiong	Open for Optionh	Instrument Lampsi	Rheostat, Instrument Lampsj	Revolution Counterk	Open for Optionl	Charge Indicator Lampm	High Beam Indicator Lampn	Turn Signal Indicator Lamp, Right

Left Headlamp Unit
Sticky Note
a	Turn Signal Lampb	Parking Lamp / Standing Lampc	High Beamd	Low Beame	Side Marker Lampf	Fog Lamp

Clock
Sticky Note
a	Operationb	Illumination

Seat Belt Light
Sticky Note
Seat Belt Warning Lamp

Parking Brake Switch
Sticky Note
Parking Brake Switch is in series with two switches in the Brake Fluid Reservoir.  Any of these switches can activate the Brake indicator lamp (4b) when grounded.

Air Temperature Sensor
Sticky Note
An Air Temperature sensor (TS1) is located in the air filter snout.  It is a variable resistance sensor that responds to changes in the air temperature entering the intake manifold.  Its purpose is to provide a richer fuel/air mixture up to 70°F.  The resistance of this sensor is processed by the Pressure Loop resistor-diode network of the ECU.  At cooler temperatures, the effective resistance (Re) presented at L1 of the Pressure Sensor is increased which lengthens the injector pulse slightly (≤10%).Bosch Part #:	028 013 00 06MB Part #:	001 542 88 17

Right Headlamp Unit
Sticky Note
a	Turn Signal Lampb	Parking Lamp / Standing Lampc	High Beamd	Low Beame	Side Marker Lampf	Fog Lamp

Injector Valves
Sticky Note
Paired as depicted, the injector valves are electromagnetic solenoid needle valves that impede fuel under pressure.  Depending on the operating conditions of the engine, the valves open anywhere from 2ms - 10ms each cycle.Bosch Part # 0280150024 or 36MB Part # A 000 078 34 23

Coolant Temperature Sensor
Sticky Note
Located at cylinder 4 (right rear) of the engine block, this variable resistance sensor provides a signal directly to the instrument cluster (4e).MB Part # 004 545 60 24

Horn
Sticky Note
400Hz on right side - Bosch 0 320 123 055335Hz on left side - Bosch 0 320 123 054(Should be 039 and 037)MB Part # A 003 542 07 20	   A 003 542 10 20

Hazard Flasher
Sticky Note
Warning Flasher Switch works in conjunction with the Turn Signal and Warning Flasher relay (23)

Glovebox Lamp
Sticky Note
Glove Compartment Lamp and Hand Lamp

Fuse Box
Sticky Note
1	Hazard Warning Switch2	Clock	Trunk Light	Glove Compartment Light	Entrance Light	Automatic Antenna3	Power Window Motor4	Power Window Motor5	Windshield Wiper	Windshield Washer Pump	Horn	Cigar Lighter6	Radio7	Blower Motor	Three Way Valve (Heater)8	Auxiliary Fan9	Air Conditioning Compressor Clutch	Emission Control10	Stop Lamp	Starter Valve Relay	Automatic Transmission11	Rear Window Heater12	Turn Signals	Reverse Lights	Instrument Cluster13	Right Tail / Parking / Standing Lights	Side Marker Lights	License Plate Lights	Dash Board & Console Lights	Hazard Warning Flasher14	ECU Relay	Fuel Pump15	Head Light Cleaning Unit16	Left Tail / Parking / Standing Lights17	Right High Beam	High Beam Indicator Lamp18	Left High Beam19	Right Low Beam20	Left Low Beam	Fog Lights

Coolant Temperature Sensor
Sticky Note
Water Temperature Sensor (TS2):  Forward and center of two at the front right side of the intake manifold.  Function is to provide a signal to the Cylinder Temperature Compensation (CTC) circuit.TS2 is a variable resistance sensor that responds to temperature changes in the coolant.  The resistance value decreases as water temperature decreases.The ECU uses this resistance to provide a fuel enrichment up to a water temperature of 150°F.  At this temperature, the nominal resistance value of the sensor is 300Ω.  As the coolant heats up to operating temperature above this value, the sensor input is ignored and the CTC circuit ceases to impact the injector pulse calculation. Bosch Part #	0 280 130 014MB Part #	002 542 21 17

Manifold Pressure Sensor
Sticky Note
Manifold Pressure Sensor provides ECU with a signal for baseline injector impulse period from 2-10ms based on manifold vacuum which equates to engine load.  The MPS is connected to the intake manifold via a rubber vacuum hose.  The MPS reacts to any vacuum change in the chamber.  Bosch Part # 0 280 100 100MB Part # A 002 542 28 17

Throttle Valve Switch
Sticky Note
Throttle Valve Switch:  Electro- mechanical switch attached to the throttle shaft.  As throttle is advanced, a metal strip slides over a series of contact segments progressively signaling the ECU to deliver more fuel via longer injector impulses.  Consequently, the engine speed advances and the pulses become more frequent.When the throttle is released (coasting condition), another contact switch closes, sending an impulse to the control unit to keep the injection valves shut down to a preset threshold at which point the ECU resumes idle operation.Idle operation is commanded by a shutoff contact switch.  The ECU will accept an adjustment at the potentiometer only when the throttle switch is in this fully closed position.  In this way, the idle circuit is fully controlled by the ECU.One additional sliding contact on the M117 throttle switch controls the full load enrichment in lieu of a signal from the MPS.

ECU Multipoint Connector
Sticky Note
1	Air Temp Sensor TS12	Throttle Valve Switch Full Load3	Injector pair 1 & 54	Injector pair 4 & 85	Injector pair 3 & 66	Injector pair 2 & 77	Manifold Pressure Sensor L1 output8	Manifold Pressure Sensor L2 input9	Throttle Valve Switch Acceleration Enrichment10	Manifold Pressure Sensor L2 output11	Ground12	Ground for TPS and Pulse Generator13	Pulse Generator14	Pulse Generator15	Manifold Pressure Sensor L1 input16	ECU Power17	Throttle Valve Switch Idle Contact18	Cold Start Relay19	Fuel Pump Relay20	Throttle Valve Switch Acceleration Enrichment21	Pulse Generator22	Pulse Generator23	Water Temperature Sensor TS224	ECU Power

Cold Start Valve
Sticky Note
Below a coolant temperature of 95°F, the Cold Start Valve is activated while cranking the engine.  This valve is essentially a 9th injector that emits fuel into the common intake manifold.

Pulse Generator
Sticky Note
The origin of the injection pulse is the pulse generator, located in the base of the ignition distributor.  Four sets of contact points mounted on a metal plate form one unit.  Each set of points is connected to one injector valve pair via the ECU.  When the contact points close, the ignition pulse front edge begins.

Thermo Time Switch
Sticky Note
A Thermo Time Switch located in the coolant circuit, senses water temperature.  Below 95°F, the “W” terminal of the switch provides ground for the Cold Start Relay.  When the engine is started, the relay will close and current from the fuse will energize the cold start valve.  As long as the valve is energized, fuel is injected into the intake manifold as a pressure of 28.4 psi.  Simultaneously, the “G” terminal of the Thermo Time Switch heats a bimetal strip internally, interrupting the ground of the “W” terminal after approximately one second at 95°F water temperature.  That time period progressively lengthens to a maximum of twelve seconds at -4°F.

Brake Fluid Reservoir Switches
Sticky Note
Brake Fluid Reservoir Switches work in series with the Parking Brake Switch.  Any of these switches can activate the Brake indicator lamp (4b) when grounded.

Cigar Lighter
Sticky Note
Cigar Lighter

Turn Signal and Warning Flasher Relay
Sticky Note
Located behind instrument cluster is the device that causes the intermittent (blink) for turn signals and hazard flasher.A 001 544 97 32

Horn Contact Switch
Sticky Note
Located in the steering wheel hub, wired with the combination switch through steering harness.

Combintation Switch
Sticky Note
a	Turn Signal Lamp Switchb	Headlamp Flasher Switchc	Dimmer Switchd	Wiper Switche	Switch Wiping Speed	I  	Slow Wiping	II	Fast Wiping	III	Intermittent Wiping

Wiper Motor
Sticky Note
Activated by Wiper Switch (25d&e) and Windshield Washer Switch (39)

Automatic Antenna
Sticky Note
Optional - if installed, the antenna is in the left fender

Radio
Sticky Note
Becker Europa II (option 513)

Stop Lamp Switch
Sticky Note
Brake Light Switch activates brake lights when depressed.  Also wired to Ford-Philco tempomat cruise control system as the only means to turn it off

A/C Compressor
Sticky Note
Electro-Magnetic Clutch for Air Conditioning Compressor

A/C & Starter Relay
Sticky Note
Relay for Air Conditioner and Starter - gives ECU a start signal (terminal 50 active) for various purposes.  Interrupts A/C compressor clutch signal during start to ease load on the starter.

Main Relay EFI-D
Sticky Note
Provides ECU power at terminals 16 and 24

Fuel Pump Relay
Sticky Note
Powers Fuel Pump according to signal from ECU terminal 19.  Operates for 1 second at ignition (terminal 15) power-up.  Operates during start and continuously when engine RPM is greater than 100.

Start Valve Relay
Sticky Note
Cold Start Relay - activates Start Valve according to signals from "W" and "G" terminals of Thermo-Time Switch

Starter Lockout and Backup Lamp Switch
Sticky Note
Attached to shifter to disable starter when transmission is not in park or neutral.  Also illuminates reverse lights when transmission is in reverse.

Solenoid Valve Automatic Transmission
Sticky Note
Activated by item 49 kickdown switch - causes transmission to drop a gear under low to mid engine RPM to maximize acceleration.

Rotary Light Switch
Sticky Note
30	- Battery Plus input     	- Ignition output x 2K30	- License Plate lamp inputP30	- Standing Lamp input31	- Ground for rear fog lamp56	- Driving Lamp57	-58L	- Parking, Tail Lamp Left58R	- Parking, Tail Lamp RightNSE	- Rear Fog and Fog Lamp InputNS	- Rear Fog Lamp outputN	- Fog Lamp outputK	- Instrument Lamps input	- License Plate Lamps	- Switch Lamps

Ignition Starter Switch
Sticky Note
0	- Ignition Off	- Lights can be switched on	- Key can be removed	- Steering Locked with key out1	- Circuit 30 powered	- Radio Powered	- Steering unlocked	- Warning Buzzer for key/door2	- Driving Position	- Steering unlocked	- Charging system activated	- Standing lights unpoweredStart	- Starter is powered

Washer Switch
Sticky Note
Located above left foot; operating the pump also activates the wipers on a timer

Washer Pump
Sticky Note
Fluid to Windscreen

Blower Motor
Sticky Note
Heating and Cooling Air from plenum at cowl at base of windscreen; governed by resistor block item 46

Ignition Distributor
Sticky Note
Contact points send low energy signal via green wire to transistorized ignition (switchgear) item 63.  Switchgear produces high energy signal transmitted coil to rotor for ignition distribution via ignition wires to spark plugs at item 43.Pulse Generator item 18 is located in base of distributor; operates on same shaft.

Spark Plugs
Sticky Note
Firing order:  1-5-4-8-6-3-7-2

Door Contact Switch, Right
Sticky Note
In series with left door switch; when open to ground, courtesy lights are powered - if key is in ignition, warning buzzer sounds.

Entrance Lamp, Right
Sticky Note
Right entrance lamp located in passenger knee bolster to illuminate the right footwell area; C5W festoon bulb.

Blower Motor Switch
Sticky Note
5 position rotary switch steps through resistor block item 57 to govern speed of the blower motor.

Illumination, Heater Controls
Sticky Note
Lights in forward console

Switchover Valve - Ignition Advance
Sticky Note
Solenoid triggered by air conditioning switch to advance timing for increased engine idle to account for AC compressor load.

Kickdown Switch
Sticky Note
Located underneath accelerator pedal; activates Automatic Transmission solenoid item 36

Relay, Switchover Valve, Ignition
Sticky Note
Relay activates ignition advance switchover valve (item 48) for two conditions:1.  AC turned on2.  Aux Fan Switch grounded at coolant temp of 100C.

Relay, Auxiliary Fan
Sticky Note
Powers Aux Fan under two design conditions:1.  AC refrigerant temp sensor grounds at 62C2.  Engine coolant temp sensor grounds at 100CTwo relays added to enable this feature on battery power (after engine shutdown)

Relay, Separating AC from Ignition Changeover
Sticky Note
In conjunction with the Aux Fan Relay, this relay provides the condition for ignition advance when the engine gets hot (100C) and the AC is off.

Auxiliary Fan
Sticky Note
Designed to pull cooling air through AC condenser and radiator.

Fuel Pump
Sticky Note
Located behind right rear axle provides fuel to D-Jet fuel loop at regulated 29 psi (2 atmosphare uberdruck)

C104 Tail Light Plug Connection
Sticky Note
Located on firewall in passenger footwell

Air Conditioner Temperature Control with Lighting
Sticky Note
Temperature / Vacuum switch controls AC temperature output and fresh air vent actuators.

Pre-Resistance for Blower Motor
Sticky Note
Resistance steps govern the blower fan speed selected by blower switch item 46

Door Contact Switch, Left
Sticky Note
In series with right door switch; when open to ground, courtesy lights are powered - if key is in ignition, warning buzzer sounds.

Ballast Resistor
Sticky Note
Pre-resistor 0.4 ohms:  Located on left inside fender, identified by a blue anodized mounting strap, its purpose is to provide additional voltage to the starter.

Ignition Coil
Sticky Note
Ignition coil:  located on the inside left fender just in front of the ballast resistor pair.  Purpose is to amplify voltage from the switchgear (terminal 16) to the ignition distributor (terminal 4).  Coil is grounded at chassis point M3 immediately below the coil.

Ballast Resistor
Sticky Note
Pre-resistor 0.6 ohms:  located on inside left fender, identified by a silver mounting strap, it purpose is to step up terminal 16 voltage between the switchgear and the ignition coil.

Entrance Lamp, Left
Sticky Note
Left entrance lamp located in the drivers knee bolster to illuminate the left footwell area; CW5 festoon bulb.

Switchgear
Sticky Note
Transistorized ignition (switchgear) - located in left, front wheel well immediately behind the left headlight.  Takes low energy ignition signal from the distributor contact points and applies 12V from the ignition switch start-run bus (terminal 15) to the 0.6 ohm ballast resistor (terminal 16) and then to the ignition coil.  The switchgear also produces a tachometer signal (Circuitl 7)

Seatbelt switch
Sticky Note
Driver's seat belt retractor switch

Seatbelt switch
Sticky Note
Passenger seat belt retractor switch

Passenger seat cushion switch
Sticky Note
Passenger seat cushion switch - if closed (passenger present) this switch enables the passenger seat belt retractor switch to make input to the seat belt warning system.

Warning Buzzer Contact
Sticky Note
Warning Buzzer Contact

Warning Buzzer
Sticky Note
Located behind instrument cluster

Warning System Relay
Sticky Note
Triggered by seat belts not retracted and neutral safety switch not in park or neutral

Alternator
Sticky Note
B+ is Battery Positive from circuit 30 on starter (6mm red cable)D- is Dynamo negative (1mm brown to regulator D-)DF is Dynamo field (1mm black to regulator DF)D+/61 is Dynamo positive (1mm red to regulator D+)U,V,W are alternator terminals

Alternator Regulator
Sticky Note
Voltage Regulator keeps current at a constant voltage at terminal 2 of C105 (circuit 30 - battery bus)

Starter
Sticky Note
Engine Starting motor includes a solenoid to advance pinion gear onto flywheel.Circuit 16 is for added voltage during start.  This comes from the .4 ohm ballast resistor on the start run buss (circuit 15).Circuit 30 is battery busCircuit 50 is the start circuit providing power when ignition is positioned to III  

Trunk Light
Sticky Note
Plunger switch is located in trunk lid to provide ground to the light socket.  Powered by battery bus at fuse 2.

Battery
Sticky Note
Located just forward of firewall in the engine compartment.  Grounded to the chassis below the battery tray.  B+ goes directly to the starter terminal 30.

C105 Charge-Start Circuit
Sticky Note
Located on right inner fender between coolant reservoir and battery

Fuel Gauge Sending Unit
Sticky Note
Accessible through the soft top storage well underneath a plastic protective disk

Microswitches for Heater Control
Sticky Note
Located behind upper console area - powered by circuit 15 at fuse 7, these switches are activated by the manual heat control levers.  They transmit power to the 2 switchover valves on the firewall.

Temperature Switch on Receiver Drier
Sticky Note
Grounds with AC refrigerant at 62C (144F).  Causes the Aux Fan Relay (item 51) to activate sending power to the Auxiliary Fan.

Temperature Switch for Aux Fan
Sticky Note
Grounds at coolant temperature of 100C (212F).  Causes the AC / Ignition relay (item 52) to activate which causes the Aux Fan relay (item 51) to activate.  This powers the Auxiliary Fan.

Switchover Valves
Sticky Note
Located on upper firewall, made by Pierburg.  3 way valves to control heater system

Right Tail Light
Sticky Note
a	Side marker lampb	Turn signal lampc	Tail/standing lampd	Reverse lampe	Brake lamp

License Plate Lamps
Sticky Note
License Plate lamps

Left Tail Light
Sticky Note
a	Side marker lampb	Turn signal lampc	Tail/standing lampd	Reverse lampe	Brake lamp




